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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Reading Comprehension
-Read the following passage ,then answer the questions bellow:
A green dragon lived in a cave in the mountains. One morning ,the dragon
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came to the village .The villagers were frightened . They run away but one
stayed behind . The dragon had a sad face.It started to cry.”What’s the matter
?”asked the boy. “I’m hungry and thirsty” ,said the dragon .The boy gave the dragon
some meat and water.The dragon ate the meat and drank the water quickly .The boy
and the dragon soon became good friends .The dragon asked the boy to call villagers
back .The boy did that and he told the villagers that the dragon is very kind and it will
never hurt them.All vilaagers came back and lived happily with their new friend.
1-Fill in the following table with the missing items from the text :
Animal

Color

Food

Part of a day

2-Mark true or false ,and correct the false one :

(6 marks)

1. The villagers were happy to see the dragon .

(

)

2. The boy didn’t give food to the dragon.

(

)

3. The dragon hurt the villagers.

(

)
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(8 marks):

3- Choose the most suitable answer ,then write a,b,c or d in the space

(6 marks):

1. The dragon was hungry and ………….
a.angry.

b. happy .

c. frightened .

d.thirsty

c. village.

d. reception

2. The boy stayed in the …………
a. mountains .

b. school.

3. The villagers and the dragon became ………… friends
a. good.

b. hungry.

c. green

d. frightened .

Vocabulary
1- Fill in the blanks with the correct words:

(10 marks)
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suggest –get – reduce-feed – disturb-male

1-Drones are ……………bees .

2- Cows……….on grass.

3-My father is working in his office .He doesn’t want anybody to …………… him.
4- When did your sister……………married?
5- I …………. making a trip next Friday.

2_ Write each of the following words in the right place in the table :
Principle - north -teacher - west - freezing
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(10 marks )

Directions

Weather

People work at school

3-Match the opposites :

(10 marks)

1. Alone

a. after

2. Married

b. together

3. Late

c. early

4. Servant

d. master

5. Before

e. single

Grammar
1. Choose the best answer from a,b,c or d:

(10 marks)
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1.There………high mountains in Oman .
a. is.

b.are.

c. am.

d. was.

2. She is …………….in a preparatory school.
a. students.

b. student.

c. two students.

3.There are many museums …………….sharjah.
a. on.

b. in.

c. at.

d.above.

4.Are there ………….mountains in your country?
a. some.

b. any.

c.one.

d.a.
3

d. a student.

5.Where does she …………….?
a. lived.

b.living.

c.live.

d.lives.

2. What is the adjective of :

(6marks)

1.accident : …………… .
2.notice : ………….. .
3. hazard : …………….. .
3. Rewrite the sentences using “despite the fact that” :

(4 marks)

1.It was cold.The student did not put on his coat.
--------------------------------------------------------------- .
2.It was raining.We enjoyed our picnic .
---------------------------------------------------------------- .
4. Re-arrange the words to make sentences :
1. the Computer Club – want- I – to join .
----------------------------------------------------- .
2. The mountains – is –There – on – some snow.
------------------------------------------------------------ .
3. Works – the school – in –Hana – administration.
---------------------------------------------------------- .
4. your country- there- Are – any- in- lakes .
---------------------------------------------------------- .
5. How /do/go/swimming/you/often?
--------------------------------------------------------- .
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(10 marks)

Writing
1. Fill in the missing letters :

(4 marks)

A. I would like to join the dr…ma club.
B. Muslims usually pray in the m…sque.
C. Hamad lives on Abu Musa isla….d.
D. A lion is a w…ld animal.
2. Write three sentences about

“Your School”: (6marks)

1. ………………………………………………………………………….. .
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2. …………………………………………………………………………... .
3. …………………………………………………………………………… .
3. Write a paragraph of about 80 -100 words about

“The UAE” :

You can use the following words :
capital- Abu Dhabi-weather-hot-summer-warm-winter-language-Arabic-beaches-Arabian Gulf
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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